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I*. jayanta Ray, Ema Oct ober 30, 1981.

Bela aaasDRC

I *=alose the revise version of Volume I of the Turkey report for
distributie n the green cover. The volume Includes the Overview, Mr. Dubey
and you Wmve agreed to. Plemm e nd the volume to the Print Shop a* that we
amn have It early next veek.

Enclosures
Bmaasamme



Mr. Michel Noel, YP October 26, 1981.

Bela Balassa, DRC

Chapter Two

1. Due to your delayed return I will not be able to s"e you until

Wednesday afternoon when I return from Hopkins. Please call me immediately
following your arrival.

2. 1 enclose slightly revised versions of paragraphs 44 to 56 in the
Smmarny Volume. These pages contain the paragraphs you should include in

your 'chapter. I further enclose the edited version of your chaptertogether
with a second copy of my memo to you on further revision$ in the chapter.
A few additional points follow.

3. You should show in the sumary tables results for 1979 excluding
the indirect tax rebate. Also, this will permit making comparisons with

the situatimn Immediately existing before the January 1980 reforms. Further-

more, in the absence of detailed data for 1980 on agricultural prices, the
chapter should refer to average agricultural protection in 1978, further
noting that the situation has changed little since.

Enlsue

Ba *9W#1 7~ u



Miesrs. Dubey, IWWV and Roy, E2October 26, 1981.

Bela Balassa, DRC

TurkyX Beport Overview

I enclose a draft version of the overview we discussed last week.
Cent woul b.e4h appreciated by Woftooday afternoon, Ocntober 28, when I
return from Hopkins. The Owvview is somewhat shorter thtan originally

planned, in order to avoid repeating the same point three times. I further

enclose pages I and 9 from the Summary Volume whith contain* references to

earlier reports and note the need for institutional changes and for

simplification in governuent regulations.Enclu rs

BB~laxsat.



Mr. Joao Salxuoiro
Minister of State for Tinance

and Pl ning
rua da Aleandesa
Lisbon
Portugal

Dear Mr. Salguairo:

Pl*A** aemapt my congratulations for your appointment as
Minister of State for Miance and planning. I should also congratulate

. YOUT Prime XMIvk4ter for 'having made such an eseollent choie.

I hope that you have rmmeived my book and various papers that
were sent to your old address. ftsdlees,to say, I would be happy to
give any assistane to you in your now functions that I eon.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Ralassa



WORLD SANK JTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Those listed DATE: October 23, 1981.

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

UBJECT: Turkey Report

Please get the final version of your chapter, for inclusion in the

green cover report, to Mr. Roy by Thursday, November 26, cob. The chapter

should be typed single spaced. Page numbers should be written in pencil on

the back of each page; they should not be typed. The page number should

indicate the number of the chapter as well; for example, 5-1, 5-2, etc.

I enclose written comments on the report received from Messrs..Picciotto,

Robinson and Tuncer for your information.

cc: Messrs. Noel, YP; Silva Lopes, CON; Chand, IMF; Roy, EM2; M. Wolf, CON;
Scandizzo, AGR; Davis, URB; Hong, EN2.

Enclosures
BBalassa:nc



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFIUE MEMORANDUM
DATE: October 19, 1981

TO: Mr. Bela Balassa, DRC

FROM: R. Picciotto, Director, EMP

SUBJECT: TURKEY - Industrialization and Trade Strategy Report

1. I enjoyed going through this report. Jumbo ESW exercises are

notoriously difficult to carry out. Volume I demonstrates that, with

skillful leadership and a clear framework of analysis, it is possible to

produce an analytical, well argued and readable summary document--however

large the mission. It will not be easy for Turkey to ignore the

recommendations of the report. It provides a very clear and cohesive

framework of policy orientation which can serve to focus the Bank's

dialogue with Turkey, particularly in relation to public investment and

structural adjustment issues. On the other hand, given that the pitch of

the report is on policies to be pursued in the medium term, there is a

degree to which many of its recommendations tend to-skate over the more

immediate practical obstacles to their adoption. At the most general level

of this point, there would seem to be a trade off (not emphasized in the

report) between the medium term benefits of adopting the report's

prescriptions (freer trade, freer markets and pricing) and the. maintenance

of monetary stability on the way there. Also, while the recommendations

made are concrete and consistent with the general framework, they

necessarily require further elaboration before they can be translated into

actions specific enough to be included, for example, in the covenants of an

SAL package. Some more detailed comments and questions follow, to

illustrate these general points.

2. With regard to exchange rate policy, it would be useful to

buttress the conclusion about the recent appreciation of the lira by the

specific calculations and assumptions on which the conclusion is based. Do

we have any model of elasticities which would underscore the desirability

of any particular basket of currencies in making exchange rate

adjustments? What is the position of IMF? As a general comment on the

report, it seems unfortunate that it lacks a general macro model which

could have been used to demonstrate the broad likely impacts of the policy

prescritions being argued for, i.e. at a minimum to trace one impact of the

proposed policy package on the balance of payments, the budget and the

capital market.

3. With regard to import licensing, it would have been useful were

the report able to be more specific about what items should be liberalized

as a matter of priority. Also I wonder whether the recommendation on

luxury products is either politically sound or economically significant.



-2-

4. With regard to credit policies, it %would be useful to present a
somewhat better explanation of the findings and recommendations made.
First, how do spreads compare with those in other developing countries,
e.g. India, Egypt, or Tunisia? Second, can we demonstrate that high
banking costs are linked to a public policy of spreading loans among
clients and of other regulatory restrictions? Third, is there evidence of
-economies of scale, i.e. are there too many small banks? Fourth, what
would be the budgetary consequences of raising interest rates on Treasury
bills and bonds? Fifth, para 82 on agriculture credit needs substantial
elaboration, given the operational implications.

5. Generally, the analysis of fiscal and monetary policy offers an
odd parallel between Ozalnomics and Reagonomics--viz. a tendency to erode
the tax base and rely on restrictive monetary policy without taking the
hard decisions needed regarding entitlement programs and major public
expenditures. Is this a fair parallel?

6. In the industrial sphere, it is disconcerting to see so little
said about the energy problem--considering the crushing share of exports
devoted to energy imports around 100% since 1979. On the other hand, the
proposals regarding technological research, marketing training are
interesting and could have operational implications. There are, again,
some aspects of the recommendations on industry (e.g. divestiture of SEEs
to the private sector; increased reliance on the capital market) which,
while sound in principle, may not be actionable in the short run. There is
also one recommendation - that to offer competition to the DYB by creating
a second investment bank - with which we disagree. The malady of the DYB
is not that it lacks competition but that it lacks autonomy.

7. The SEE section itself is unambiguous and depressing. Here, we
will need to put SAL on the line provided the report can be translated into
a clear action program for the SEEs. Para 154, second line, last word:
replace "an" by "no". Para 155, last line replace "most efficient" by
"least efficient"?

8. In agriculture, I was pleased to see pathbreaking analyses on the
pricing side. The model framework also provides a welcome structure for
discussion. On other aspects, however, I am somewhat leary about the
concepts and the measures of capital intensity given and also about the
anti-mechanization bias of the report. Agriculture development never comes
cheap and draft price constraints are real. There has long been an urban
bias in infrastructure development. In particular tractors are often used
for haulage given the poor quality of the road infrastructure. On these,
and other matters of detail it may worth while for our agricultural
projects staff to have a side meeting with your team since there is a need
to fully understand the material that underlies this chapter. As a factual
matter our understanding is that the private sector is still prohibited
from exporting wheat; and we dispute the practicality of volumetric water
charges at this time.



9 In tourism, I wonder whether there are unspoken 
cultural

dislocation aspects which the Turks-wish to minimize. Can the section

address how to guard against the 
disruptive social implications of rapid

tourism development? Also, a qpestion has been raised about 
the assuimption

that Turkey could significantly raise its share of European tourism 
at this

time. Certainly this would need an improvement in infrastructure. Also

the report could have given attention to the need to restructure the

Tourism Bank to operate along general banking principles; it could also

have emphasized the need to encourage foreign direct investment 
in the

tourism sector.

RPicciotto/IHumeircr
cc: Mr. Dubey (EMNVP)



WORLD BSAI / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Bela Belassa, DRC DATE: October 20, 1981

FROM: Sherman Robinson, DEDND

SUBJECT: Mission Report: "Turkey: Industrialization and Trade Strategy"

I have been thinking over some of the comments made at the
meeting to discuss your report and have some further thoughts about
the report.

It seems to me that the report is essentially about how
Turkey can implement a fundamental change in development strategy.
The report is not concerned to any great extent with why Turkey should
do so. That issue has been covered in great detail in earlier Bank
reports, especially the Dubey mission which focused on macroeconomic
issues, and now seems largely to be accepted in Turkey. Your report
really discusses in commendable detail just what is involved in such a
shift in strategy, which is something that Turkish policy makers really
need badly. Given your focus, I think that you should resist some of
the suggestions made at the meeting--including some of my own. In
general, it is worthwhile to keep the report focused on the.mechanics
of a shift in strategy, and not get sidetracked into macroeconomic
issues about the benefits and costs of such a shift.

I would thus suggest that your first chapter should state
very clearly that this report will focus on how a country can shift
its development strategy. You can then use the first chapter to review
briefly the arguments that have been offered in the past as to why Turkey
must shift, including the Dubey report And your own work. But the dis-
cussion should be seen as placing this report in the context of past re-
ports and providing a summary of the basic results of the earlier studies
on the need for (and benefits from)Turkey's shifting to an outward-
looking strategy. After briefly reviewing the past work, you could then
provide a reader's guide to the later chapters and chat about the major
elements of a liberalization package and the crucial policies required
to implement such a shift in development strategy. As suggested in the

* meeting, there is a real need to discuss the relative importance of
different policy recommendations. Once you have set the context in
Chapter 1 that the report is really going to focus on the mechanics of
such a policy shift, you should be able then to discuss what components
are more or less important.

The issue that Kemal and I raised about social problems, how-
ever, should be considered. It is fine to cite the great success of a
shift in developmient strategy in Chile, but there will be legitimate con-
cern in Turkey about who is going to bear the burden of adjustment. I
think that the issue should be considered explicitly in Chapter 1 and
you should discuss why you think that such a shift in strategy need not
result in excessive burdens on any particular group.



Mr. Belassa - 2 - October 20, 1981

Given your focus on the components of a new policy regime, I
would resist any suggestions that you should consider the macroeconomic
context. You certainly do not need a CGE model, and I think that you
should seriously consider dropping any discussion of macroeconomic pro-
jections. Such projections do not really fit into this report and are

not necessary for the message you are trying to get across. Similarly,
you need not discuss in any detail the workings of the labor market,
except insofar as they affect the implementation of the new trade regime
--which is not all that much, in my view.

The report certainly has some problems which were discussed
in the meeting. As one would expect at this stage, there is a need to

integrate the various chapters better and to improve the summary state-
ment of what the report is all about. However, I find that the report
at this stage has a sensible focus and a message. In the revision, it
would help to try to focus the report further and to strengthen the

message. For example, of the chapters I read carefully, I found the one

on SEE's to be somewhat diversionary. For the purpose of moving to a
more open development strategy, there seem to be to be only two issues

regarding SEE's that I would worry about: (1) how can they be stopped
from being a source of macroeconomic imbalance? and (2) how can they
be made more efficient so that they can make a positive contribution to

exports or, at the very least, not be a source of inefficiency to sectors

downstream? Standard Bank platitudes about selling them off to the

private sector are not really very helpful. Given that they have been

in the past, and will likely remain in the future, an important part of

the Turkish economy, how can the government make them fit into the new

development strategy?

A final point. The overriding sin of most Bank reports is that

they are much too diffuse and therefore excrutiatingly boring to read.

If you tried to include in the report everything that was suggested at

the meeting, it too would end up very diffuse. In your revision, I would

hope that you can focus the report even further and resist any suggestions

that do not fit its central theme.

cc: J. Roy
V. Dubey
A. Wood
K. Dervis
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OFFLJE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Jayanta Roy, EM2 DATE: October 19, 1981

FROM: Baran Tuncer, PPR

SUBJECT: Report on "Turkey Tndustrializatifn and Trade Strategy

I have read both the "Summary and Conclusions" and the "Main
Report" on "Turkey Industrialization and Trade Strategy", and I am
impressed by the wealth of information contained in the main report
and the quality of the analysis. The document also includes a large
number. of well-designed recommendations to be implemented in the

. medium term. I have the following comments on the report:

1. It is customary in the Bank documents to describe the process
of import substitution in terms of distinctly identifiable stages,
beginning with the easy stage of producing consumer non-durables and
followed by the production of intermediate and capital goods. The
report suggests that Turkey has gone through a similar path entering
the second stage of import substitution by early 1960s. This is not
exactly correct for Turkey invested in a number of so-called second
stage products, such as iron and steel, paper, fertilizer and cement
as well as a number of consumer durables back in the 1950s, some even
going back to 1930s.

2. Import substitution policies of Turkey in the 1960s and 1970s
may justifiably be criticized on a number of grounds, but it is not
exactly true that economic growth rates were retarded during this period.
The recorded annual average GDP growth of around 6.5% compared favorably
with the experience of most industrial and developing countries. Per
capita comparisons with some Southern European economies may not be fair,
since Turkey's annual population growth has been so much higher. Else-
where in the report, the earlier observation was contradicted by suggesting
that Turkey's around 10% annual manufacturing growth rates compared well
with other countries during the same period.

3. It was observed in the report that in the past, Turkey's agri-
cultural sector was discriminated against. It is true that inward-oriented
policies, have created a bias against this sector in general. However,
it is also true that a number of policies during this period favored
agriculture. It should be pointed out that mainly as a result of the
government's price-support strategy, the internal terms of trade has
changed in favor of the agricultural sector over a relatively long period
of time. Also agricultural incomes have not been taxed until recently,
and the main agricultural inputs have been provided at subsidized prices.

4. The recorded decline in the share of agricultural value added
in total GDP, was not because of the sector's poor performance as indicated
in the text, but is a natural phenomenon resulting from relatively high
growth rates in other sectors. In fact, the achieved 3% annual average



Mr. Jayanta Roy -- October 19, 1981

growth is significant, especially in view of the fact that there has
been no overall expansion of the area under cultivation, and growth
has resulted from yield increases. The report is also critical of

the increase in capital intensity in agricultural production by pointing
out that the use of tractors, fertilizer and water was encouraged. In

the case of tractor use the criticism may be valid but expansion
in fertilizer use and investments in water resources are not in the

same category.

5. The problems facing the State Economic Enterprises in Turkey
are well summarized in the main text. Powever, I found. the prescribed

treatment for the ills of the system rather simplistic and not very
convincing. How realistic is it to suggest that the market profitability
to be the exclusive criterion to judge the success of these enterprises
in an environment where markets are dominated by one or few firms? As

the recent implementation in Turkey indicates, the .firms can improve

their financial positions by increasing their output prices without any
improvements in cost reduction or efficiency. Obviously, for market

profitability to make sense, it should not be too much different from
social profitability, which in turn necessitates a proximity between

market prices and scarcity prices for' factors of production, inputs and
output.

6. It should also be borne in mind that the issue of State
Economic Enterprises has strong political overtones. Before sound

recommendations can be made, it is important that the government should
decide to what ends it wants to use the system. Leaving aside the

possibility of pursuing certain social goals (regional distribution,

employment, income distribution) with these operations, a case may be made

for public enterprises where there is no viable alternative because of

the lack of entrepreneurial capacity and the large size of financing, when
there are significant externalities, and when the alternative is private

monopoly. Then the issue would be how to provide an environment within

vhich they produce efficiently and contribute to growth.

.7. The report comes out being supportive of the changes made in

the economic policies in Turkey since 19S0, and recommends further

measures for improvements. In Turkey, under the new policies price
increases slowed down and exports, particularly in the manufacturing
sector, increased significantly. In evaluating the current performance

of the economy and forecasting into the future, the following consi-

derations are also important:



Mr. Jayanta Roy -3- October 19, 1981

a. Manufacturing production-did not show any significant
increases since January 1980, despite improvements in
the availability of imported oil and other inputs.
Capacity use is still very low, in many cases being
less than 50%. A drastic decline in the domestic demand
resulting from the implementation of the stabilization
measures coupled with very high cost of working capital
due to the high interest rates, discouraged the firms
from increasing production.

b. Under the new strong incentives and as a result of
slackened domestic demand, a number of firms were
encouraged to export in recent months. Also, the
political developments in the Middle East helped Turkey

. expand her markets. However, there is not any indication
that the kind of structural change is taking place in the
manufacturing industry for a sustained and healthy export
drive.

c. New investments are not forthcoming in the private manu-
facturing industry which are essential not only to expand
the productive capacity but more importantly for the
restructuring of that sector. Despite the establishment.
of the law and order and improvements in the political
and economic climate, businessmen do not seem to be eager
to invest.

d. It appears that the social cost of the current stabilization
program is being paid by the middle income class in an
excessive way. Real incomes of the working people have
declined considerably, in view of the high inflation and
relatively small nominal wage and salary increases.
Further erosion in the economic power of this class could
have not only social and political implications but also
some adverse effects on the productivity of the system. It
would be desirable that the report should make some
reference to the social impact of the present policies.

e. The implementation of present policies has received strong
support from disciplinary military government and relatively
large financial transfers from abroad. IWhat would be the
impact of changes in the degree of support from these two
sources on the implementation and success of these measures?



Mr. Jayantha Roy -4- October 19, 1981

f. Many of Turkey's current economic difficulties can be

traced back to the mistakes made in the past, parti-
cularly in the second half of the 1970s. However, in

view of the above observations, it would also be useful
to look into the implementation of present policies
with a critical eye. I agree with the observation made
in the report that the decisions are being taken in

a crisis atmosphere with a short-term perspective, and
what is missing is a medium term perspective. I would
add that also needed is a more institutionalized and

strengthened decision making process in Turkey with
not only a medium term perspective but a long term

development strategy at the same time.

cc: essrs. Dubey, EMNVP
Balassa, DRC
Chernick, PPR
Shakow, PPR
Landell-Mills, PPR



Those listed October 23, 1981.

Belt Balassa, DRC

Turkey Report

Plas got the final version of your chapter, for inclusion in the
green cover report, to Mr. Roy by Thursday, November 26, cob. The chapter
should be typed single space. Page umbers should be written in pencil on
the back of each page; they should not be typed. The page number should
indicate the number of the chapter as well; for example, 5-1, 5-2, etc.

I enclose written comments on the report received from Messrs. Picciotto,
Robinson and Tuncer for your information.

c3i Maars. Noel, YP; Silva Lopes, CON; Chand, IMF; Roy, EM2; M. Wolf, CON;
Scandizzo, AGR; Davis, URB; Hong, EN2.



CABLE OCTOBER 23, 191

PR. RENE VAURS, KILTOR INTERNATIONAL

TUNIS, TUNISIA

I SU6EST JAkOARY 13 TO 15 AS POSSIBLE DAT FOR AT VISIT TO TUNIS.

SHOULD TWEIS OATES Of ACCEPTADLE PLEASE RAKE RESERVATIONS AT THE

SAHARA R0TEL IN SEFTA FROM JANUARY 8 UTIL JANUARY 11. REGAROS

SALASIA

sets go1*#*#

RSOL a Rat.s

RR~~su l RC D irector's Ofice*



Those listed October 23, 1981.

Bela Ralassa, DRC

Nominal and Effective Protection in Mexico

I enclose annal estimates of nominal and effective protection
for 25 sectors in Mexico, prepared by the Presidencia, together with the prie
comparisons made for the industrial sectors. I further enclose a copy of
my letter to Mr. Bernal, commenting on the estimates and requesting
clarification on the methodology.

cc: Messrs. Bsid LC7; Challa LCP; ?vvell, Scdelli, ELCI; Voljc, UP

B~alassa:ac



October 22, 1981.

Mr. Joao galgueiro
President
Banco de Fomento Nacional
Rua Kouzinho da Silveia
Lisbon
Portugal

Dear Mr. Salgueiro

Please accept my congrptulations for your appointment as

Minister of State fo Finance and Planning. I should also congratulate

your Prime Minister for having made such an exellent choice.

Yours sincerely,



Bel. Release* RC

1. I hae done soe further light aditims on your chapter. The edited
copy is enclosed. In the course of the editing, soe questions have erisen
which I would liko to discuss with you on Monday, Oetober 26th. Please hae
your secretary call nine to set up the meeting somtine after 11 o'clock.

2. The first issue in the choice of the shad exchange rates I fvor
using a higber rate and we should agree on a specific figure en Miaday. I
will ask Mic1 el to participate In the discussion

3. The second issue concerns the revision of beetion D, which has
charged little in the present version. It is of particular importance to beef
up the disca"ln of fruits and vgetables, fruoh-and processed; on which Mrs.
Swamy has done excellent wo*. Livostodk and meat would al.s need to be
briefly discussed here, even thgh it we not covered in field wrk.

4. The third issue relates to the treafment of epital-intensity. This
was raised in relprd to irrigation and fertiliser by Baran Tmer and in
regard to nantstAon by Bob Pleclottal commets are eneled. As you can
see, Pieciotto is very empliAntary about your work en agricultural pricing.

4. One page was missing from the earlier version of your chapter and Is
also missing from the revised one. This ws noted to my memo of September
21st and It is apparent froa the .ealooW pages 52 and 56 from the earlier
version. The ending of Para. 7.89, all of Para 7.90, and the beginning of

Para. 7.91 are missing.

5. Finally, a few items that need attentios in the final revisions

(a) Please replahe "Z" sign by "percant" throughout the chapter.

(b) In Table 7.13 (not 7.12), try to add more 1980 prices aed
calculate an average for making comparisons with industry. Also, in each
column, averages should be given includipi as wall as excnding food
processings,

(c) In referring to Anne 1, it should be noted when this will be
available.

(d) Model results for charges in agricultural exports and Imports
should be provided as it is difficult to interpret estAsetes en changes in the
trade balance,

(a) The GNP projeation& may have changed since you last ran the
nodel. Please check with Jaymata Roy.

ce Messrs. Roy, and Noel 312
Ms. Girardot-bDrg, AGR and Swmy, EPD.
Enclosures
l5msasesca



Mr. Guy Pierre Pfof fermann. LCNVP October 22, 1981

Sol& Balassa, MC

1. 1 have mucb enjoyed reading your paper. I espeially liked the
dismasiteu of the relationship beteon policies and perfrma. 'Your
conclusions on foreign indebtedness apply equally wall to counties ousiade
1AC, Including Turkey, and should be widely road. The discssn o excangoe
rates *ad Interest rates is aso intructive but I vould eaphass that both
of these pries would hvm to be refoeds for good long-term performance am
was the to"e in Kores4 Portual,, Taiwn n d also I rasil in the ad-
sities*a The situations you describe, with only oe of the two prides rtgbt,
can continse only for a time.

2, After the stroug policy emphasis to Section 111, 1 have found your
analysis of future prospects rather wask* There Is such to be doe In
Improving economic policies in Brazil and Mexico in order to reach the
projected growth rates. Also, the policy prescription* for Setting Argentia
on the right track ore not so simple as it appeas from your discusinta.

3. Regarding the pastl, comparisons with the Uited States put 1AC Ito
an overly favorable lighto Youshokuld rather compare with vsmags, per capita
income growth Is the Industrial -cmtry group (110 percent) and in the middle
incoe countrie (96 percent). It would# the%, appear that only Bradose and
Brazil are aboe the "ark."

3. While I very mich liked your description of the cooial setone,
it is not germane to youer msa disusion and y%%& eems to skip from conal
timae to the preasU I would personally favor a more concentrated discassima
of a few isses$ ouitting others* Apart from Seetion 211. the dMsanss of
9ocWa development (in particular, that of chaftes in the Income distribution)

is the mot Itetresting, but would need to be developed further.

4. 1 return the paper wl-th soe marginal coinvents. The"e were written
on the train, which fact reducts their readabiity.

REclsure
Blassagac



October 22, 1981.

Ms. Maria Teresa Barea
OECD
94 rue Chardon-Lagache
75016 Paris
Frane

Thank you for your letter of September 16. 1 do believe that it

would be of considerable interest to apply th* methodology of my stages

approach to East European countries. I wouder, however, if you have the

necessary trade data, It you do, and if you carry out the pay.ulstions,

I would apprecate receiving a copy.

Yours sincerely

Bela Balassa



2134 Wyoming Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2G080
ctober 22, 1981.

Oxtford University Press Incoporated
200 Madison Avenue
New rkt, N.Y. 10010

Dear Sir:

I would like to order a copy of the paperback edition of

'The Theory of Comawdity Prie Stabilization" by Newbary and Stiglitz.

Plwmse bill me at the time of delivery.

Yours truly,

Bea alss



2134 Wyomin& Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008
October 22, 1981.

Mr. Astor Moore
1524 Ogden Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20010

Dear Astor:

Carol and I were planning to come to your reception on Sunday.
However, we got aught by the rain whil e children and by
the time we returned it was too late. We are sorry to have missed not
coming to your reception.

I would like to transmit our best wishes for your campaign
and hope that you will be elected. A small contribution for the
campaign is enclosed.

Yours sincerely,

Eclosure Bl aas



Mrs. Monique merali, IPA October 22, 1981.

Bela Balassa, DRC

Development Strategies Book

I enclose a check for $1115.00 for the purchase of 100 copies of
nmy forthcoming book, Development Strategies In Semi-Industrial Economies,

nclsr

B~alasa~n



Mr. F. Graham Pyatt, DUC Oetober 22, 1981

Bela 5a4asa., DRC

Travel E !pensos

Please approve my adin one day for business in Paris an August 25.
This was necessary to have diastine with Mrs. Ann Richards-Loup wto we
are hiring as a consultant to the projeet on Chang" in the Pattern of
Comparative Advantage in Manufactured Goods.

EBalassarnc

InI



OFFI"E MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Michel Noel, YP DATE: October 22, 1981

FROM: Bela Balass

SUBJECT: Chapter 2 of urkey Report

1. This is a good, solid chapter that provides much useful information
for the Turkish government as well as for the Bank. It requires few
changes. They are indicated in the following, with some additional comments
listed on a separate sheet.

2. Despite the qualifications you have introduced, the puzzle remains
that the average subsidy rate declined and the bias against exports increased
after 1979, notwithstanding the increased scope of export subsidies. In this
connection, various points need to be made. First, note that the decline has
to do with the amount provided under the various headings rather than with the
rate of the subsidy (Paras. 2.71-2.73) and give reasons for this decline,
which probably has to do with the provision of various subsidies falling
behind the rapid growth of exports. Second, de-emphasize further the foreign
exchange premium, both in Paras. 2.71-2.73 and in Paras. 2.114-2.115. Third,
note that income tax reductions and preferential credits for export-oriented
investment have not been taken into account in thd calculations. Finally, in
Paras. 2.114-2.115, emphasize that tariffs do not provide an appropriate
indication of protection and that increases in the real export exchange rate
point to improvements in export incentives while exchange rate changes do not
affect the rate of import protection under licensing (cf. further my August
15, 1981 memo on this).

3. I continue to be concerned with your use of a small sample of
products for estimating implicit protection. In particular, comparability has
to be established with the results reported in Chapter 6. Needless to say,
this may also involve agreed-upon modifications in the latter chapter.

4. One cannot compare 1980 protection coefficients for industry,
calculated at the existing exchange rate, with 1978 coefficients for
agriculture, calculated at shadow exchange rates. 1980 protection data are
now available for a number of agricultural products that should be utilized in
making comparisons.

5. Since the estimates of DRC and SPC are not used in Jayanta Roy's
chapter, we should consider retaining them in yours. I would like to discuss'
this, together with the changes referred to above, on Monday, October 26th.
Please call my secretary for an appointment as soon as you arrive.

cc: Mr. Roy, EM2

BBalassa:nc



Comments on Chapter 2 of Turkey Report

Para. 2.31 Have some items been deleted from the 1980 list? Cf..also my
memo of August 15th.

Para. 2.34 Replace "branches" by "sectors" throughout the chapter.

Para. 2.39 Comparisons of rebate rates between 1981 first and second
quarters should be made by using 1979 or 1981 first quarter export shares.
(In the editing, I have assumed that you have used 1979 shares although you
refer to 1980 shares.)

Para. 2.44 There is a slight difference between the figures shown in Tables
2.7 and 3.19. Please check with Mr. Silva Lopes who will be here on Monday.
Also, note the maturity of the short-term credits (six months or one year).

Para. 2.47 The amount of export promotion credit appears too large for
fruits and vegetables alone.

Para. 2.49 Your reference to the "limitations faced by exporters in the use
of the export credit facility" contradicts earlier statements on the increased
availability of such credits.

Tables 2.10 Data should be expressed in TL million for comparability 1=&
2.13 with other tables.

Para. 2.64 How was the estimate made for the foreign exchange retention
scheme in the second quarter of 1981, for which there is insufficient data in
Table 2.13?

Table 2.19 The 100 percent eligibility figures are not correct. Combine
Table 2.18 and 2.19, providing data for each export subsidy on (a) the ratio
of the base figures in Tables 2.14 to 2.17 to total manufactured exports; (b)
the average rate of subsidy, expressed as a percentage of the base figures;
and (c) the average rate of subsidy for total manufactured exports, when (c)
equals (a) times (b).

Para. 2.72 Discuss changes in export subsidy rates excluding the foreign
exchange premium, indicating the effects of reduced coverage, and provide an
explanation for this phenomenon.

Tables 2.14- These tables should come in an Appendix.
2.17

Para. 2.77 Replace by Paras. 49 to 55 of the Summary and Conclusions.

Para. 2.109 Data on imports for second quarter of 1981 should be available.
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WORLD 2K / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Ernest Stern, SVPOP DATE: October 19, 1981

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT: Mexico: Capital Goods Credit Project

1. In response to your request, transmitted by Mr. Norman Horsley, I
have .reviewed the Decision Memorandum and the Issues Paper of the Capital
Goods Credit Project in Mexico, together with various goverrment documents. I
applaud the proposed project that would permit reducing costs in the
production of machinery for domestic as well as for export markets. In the
following, I will consider the appropriateness of protection and incentive
policies for the rational and efficient development of the machinery industry
in Mexico.

The Policy Framework

2. The Project Brief stated that "the relatively large size of the
domestic market combined with the relative labor intensity of most capital
goods industries (as compared with consumer or intermediate products
industries of similar size) and the low labor cost in Mexico lends reason to
believe that Mexican capital goods industries can operate efficiently and
compete internationally in many product categories" (Para. 1.06). It was
added that, under present conditions,"there are many product lines, especially
in the light-to-medium-heavy category, which are able to compete effectively
in international markets at zero or moderate levels of protection ... However,
the potential which is evident would have to be complemented by appropriate
economic and commercial policies that would ensure that only economically
efficient operations are supported" (Ibid.).

3. The Project Brief further reported that there is "a clear desire on
the part of the government to define and implement a rational protection
policy for the capital goods subsector in order to help in its take-off stage"
(Para. 1.10) and that "a tariff and protection policy statement would soon be
forthcoming from the Tariff Commission ... " (Ibid.). In the event, the policy
statement, issued by the Secretaria de Hacienda y Credito Publico in April
1981, has remained an internal document. It was followed by the publication
of a decree on the general policy framework for the subsector on September
10th.

Changes in Protective Measures

4. The decree (a) sets minimum domestic content at 50%; (b) increases
from 5 percent to 15 percent the tax credit to the domestic purchaser of
domestically produced machinery; (c) grants a 15 percent tax credit on the
purchase of domestically produced parts and components to the machinery
producer; and (d) prohibits the importation of used machinery. Along with
other priority sectors, domestic machinery producers also receive a tax credit
of 20 percent for new investment and a tax credit of 20 percent for the
generation of employment and for additional shifts. Furthermore, credits are
provided at an interest rate of 31 percent (in Mexican pesos) to the
purchasers of domestically produced machinery and at an interest rate of 8
percent (in U.S. dollars) on export sales.
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5. The decree also makes provisions to protect the domestic manufacture

of new products, as well as of existing products that are considered "less

competitive or infant industry," through import licensing 
over a period of

five years. In turn, the manufacture of products that are considered to have

reached a "mature" stage will be protected by tariffs, which will range

between 30 and 50 percent on machinery and between 30 to 40 percent on their

parts and components according to the policy statement. The policy statement

further directs the public sector to orient its machinery purchases to

domestic producers, adding that, in cases when domestic production is

insufficient, import permits will be provided in the amount of the unsatisfied

demand. The Issues Paper suggests, however, that public procurement would 
be

subject to a preferential margin of 15 percent or the applicable tariff,

whichever is higher (Para. 3).

6. The new provisions would raise the protection of the domestic

production of machinery in Mexico. According to the Project Brief, "as a

result of low tariffs and an overvalued exchange rate, the capital goods

subsector has been subject to relatively low levels of protection through most

of the recent period, and some effective protection levels have, in fact, been

negative" (Para. 1.08). According to estimates made by the Commerce Ministry

for 1979, however, domestically-produced machinery has received above-average

protection in Mexico.

7. As shown in Table 1, the nominal rate of protection of non-electrical

machinery was 20 percent and that of electrical machinery 17 percent in

1979. The nominal protection rate was even higher (58 percent) on electronic

equipment that covers producer as well as consumer goods, 
with several items

in the former considered infant industries by the decree. In turn, nominal

rates of protection exceeded 20 percent in only four of the 33 remaining

industrial sectors. Estimates of effective protection show a similar picture,

with effective rates of 35 and 34 percent on nonelectrical and electrical

machinery, respectively. These findings are supported by estimates made at

the Presidencia that extend until 1980.

8. Increasing the nominal protection of domestically-produced machinery

while maintaining that of its inputs, in particular steel products, 
would

raise the effective protection of the industry more than the increase in its

nominal protection. Protection rates would rise further as a result of the

tax credits provided to the users and the producers of machinery and the

prohibition of the imports of used machinery. In turn, the imposition of

domestic content requirements would increase the protection of domestically-

produced parts and components.

Effective Protection Estimates

9. To indicate the effects of prospective changes in protective

measures, estimates of effective rates of protection have been made for the

nonelectrical machinery industry. Utilizing the breakdown of domestic

production value for 1975 reported in the Industrial Census as between

material inputs (38 percent), other -- mostly nontraded -- inputs (13

percent), and value added (49 percent), and decomposing, more-or-less

arbitrarily, material inputs into raw materials (18 percent) imported (15

percent) and domestically-produced (5 percent) parts and components, the
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effective rate of protection of 35 percent, reported in the Commerce Ministry

study, has been re-established (Table 2). The calculations do not include tax

credit for new investment and for the generation of employment and additional

shifts and the subsidy equivalent of preferential credits that would further

raise the effective rate of protection.

10. According to the policy statement, tariffs on mature machinery

products would be in the 40-50 percent range, to which the tax rebate of 15

percent needs to be added to derive the nominal rate of protection of

machinery. Calculations have been made using the minimum tariff under

Alternative A and the maximum tariff under Alternative B. The same procedure

has been followed in regard to domestically produced parts and components, for

which nominal rates of protection have been equated to the sum of tariffs (30

and 40 percent under the two alternatives, respectively) and the 15 percent

tax rebate. Also, the value of domestically produced and imported parts and

components has been brought to equality in conformity with the domestic

content regulations under the September 1981 decree.

11. As shown by the estimates reported in Table 2, the effective rate of

protection of mature products would rise from 35 percent to 151 percent under

Alternative A and to 206 percent under Alternative B. Again, the calculations

exclude tax credits for new investment and for the generation of employment
and additional shifts and the subsidies equivalent of preferential credits.

Nor has allowance been made for the protective effects of import prohibitions

on used machinery.

12. Effective protection rates would increase to a considerable extent

even if tariffs were not raised.-Thus, if tariffs on nonelectrical machinery

and its parts and components were maintained at 20 percent the effective rate

of protection of nonelectrical machinery would rise to 70 percent as a result

of the tax credits provided for the purchase of domestically-produced
machinery. At the same time, it should be recognized that while profits, and

hence effective rates of protection, in the domestic production of machinery

are reduced by the higher cost of domestically-produced parts and components

due to their increased protection, the protection of the entire capital-goods

sector (including the production of machinery and their parts and components)

would increase thereby.

13. Similar results are obtained for electrical machinery, which would

receive the same nominal protection as nonelectrical machinery and differences

in input composition are small. In turn, a rise in the effective protection

of the industry would increase discrimination against machinery exports, since

export subsidies would not change under the decree. At the same time,
notwithstanding the tax credit on the purchase of domestically produced

machinery, the cost to user industries would rise.

14. Effective protection rates would be even higher on infant industry

products that are to be protected by import licensing. While the decree

requires that the domestic price not exceed the comparable import price by

more than 15 percent, it is difficult to gauge differences in quality and

performance that increase differences in the "effective" price.

15. At any rate, the Secretaria de Patrimonio y Fomento Industrial can

make exceptions from the 15 percent rule. Demands for exceptions may be
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buttressed by the high cost of domestic parts and components under the 50

percent domestic content rule that is particularly objectionable in the case

of machinery where the loss of economies of scale may raise the cost of

production to a considerable extent. At the same time, once inefficient,

small-scale facilities are established to produce machinery and its parts and

components for the domestic market, it will be difficult to subsequently enter

export markets.

Policy Conditions for the Proposed Project Loan

16. One is led to the conclusion that import licensing and high tariffs,
complemented by tax credit and credit preferences, would provide excessive

protection to the Mexican machinery industry and would not ensure that only

economically efficient operations are supported. At the same time,

discrimination against exports would hamper export expansion and would hinder

the development of the industry according to its comparative advantage. In

turn, increased cost for user industries would adversely affect their exports

and may lead to demands for increased protection.

17. The Decision Memorandum calls for Bank review of a draft document

outlining general protection and incentive policies, to be issued by the

government prior to negotiations on the conditions of the loan. It is not

apparent to what extent it is possible to propose changes in the incentive

system in the course of this review. The following recommendations do not

consider limitations on Bank actions owing to earlier discussions with the

Mexican government.

18. In order to ensure production at an efficient scale, it would be

desirable to rely on incentive measures that benefit domestic and export sales

equally. This may be done by extending the tax credit on the purchase of

machinery to export sales, when the danger of retaliation by the United States

could be minimized if tax credits on both domestic and export sales are

provided to the producer rather than the purchaser of machinery. An

alternative way to reduce the bias against exports is to increase the tax

credit for new investment and for the generation of employment and additional

shifts in the case of export activities (a decree in preparation in Mexico

lists exporting as one of the conditions for raising the tax credit for new

investment). This alternative may not, however, permit providing benefits

comparable to those resulting from the extension of the 15 percent tax credit

to exports and it may be difficult to define export activities in the

machinery industry.

19. In view of the considerable incentives tax credits and preferential

financing provide to the machinery industry, and the adverse effects of

protection on user industries, the case for raising tariffs and imposing

import licensing cannot be established. At the same time, anti-dumping
legislation may be utilized to respond to foreign dumping, the existence of

which may, at any rate, be queried. Finally, questions arise about the

desirability of prohibiting the importation of used machinery, which may
permit the use of relatively labor-intensive techniques suitable for the

conditions existing in Mexico.
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General Considerations

20. In response to proposals to forego increases in tariffs and the

imposition of import licenses, reference is customarily made to the

overvaluation of ,the Mexican peso. In this connection, the question arises at

what point will the Bank introduce exchange rate conditions in its dealings

with the government. The issue is brought into focus by recent increases in

tariffs and the imposition of import controls in response to declines in oil

revenues, reversing the process of import liberalization. At the same time,

the extent of the liberalization of imports in previous years should not be

overstated as in 1980 two-thirds of the value of imports were still subject to

licensing (Mexico: Development Strategy -- Prospects and Problems, August 31,

1981, Para. 170).

21. Table 1 indicates the existence of considerable distortions in

resource allocation resulting from the system of incentives applied in

Mexico. Even greater distortions are apparent from the price comparisons made

for over 400 products by the Presidencia. The balanced development of the

Mexican economy would require a reconsideration of the incentive system,

including the exchange rate, import licensing, tariffs, export subsidies, and

price control. The sooner this occurs, the less difficulties the high cost of

facilities established under protection would provide for the other sectors of

the economy and the easier will be the transition to exports. This conclusion

applies, in particular, to the machinery sector where import licensing and

high tariffs raise costs for user industries and exports are discriminated

against.

cc: Messrs. Ardito-Barletta, LCNVP; Chenery, VPD; Horsley, SVPOP;

van der Meer, LCP, Lari LC1; Glaessner, LCP;
Perez, LCNVP; Pfeffermann, LCNVP;
Quijano, LCNVP, Nowicki, LC1; Dutt, LC1A; Sciolli, LCIA;

Cook, Challan, Baskind, Voljc, Lopez-Lopez, LCP12

BBalassa:nc
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Table 1

gsiuoio tC POTICCION tFICTIVA
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Table 2
a/

Estimation of the Effective Rate of Protection for Nonelectrical Mechinery in Mexico -

Before September 1981 decree After Septitbe 1981 decree
Alternative AAlt tive B

Domestic Protection World lMarket Domestic Protection World Market Domestic Protection World Market

Values Rate b/ Values Values Rate c/ Values Values Rate c/ Values

100 20 83.3 100 55 64.5 100 65 60.6

Output 8 26.1812 16.1 1 21.

Raw materials 18 12 16.1 18

Parts and components 15 5 14.3 10 5 9.5 10 5 9.5
Imported 5 20 4.2 10 45 6.9 10 55 6.5
Domestic 3 4 12.5 342.5 4.

Nontraded inputs 13 4 12.5 13 4 12.5 13 1.

Purchased inputs, total 51 47.1 51 45.0 51 44.6

Value added 49 36.2 49 19.5 49

Effective rate 35 151
of protection

Note: (a) world market values have been obtained 
by deflating domestic values by the 

nominal rate of protection. The effective rate of

protection equals the percentae excess of domestic value added over world market value added.

(b) The nominal rate of protection of the output and of domestically produced parts and components (20 percent) has been taken

from the Commerce Ministry study. The average rate of tariff (12 percent) has been applied to raw materials and to the material content

of nontraded inputs, estimated at one-third of the value of these inputs. The tariff on imported parts and components (5 percent) is an

estimated figure.

(c) The nominal rate of protection of the output equals the tax rebate (15 percent) plus the tariff on mature products; 40 percent

under Alternative A and 50 percent under Alternative B. The relevant tariff rates under the two alternatives are30 percent and 40

percent on domestically-produced parts and components, to which the tax credit of 15 percent has been added.



October 19, 1981

Prof. Dr. m4la Cothe-Nagy
President
Hungarian Economic Association
1370 Budapest Pf. .544
'Hungary

Dear Bila.-

111 1, you for your latter of September 22. 1 appreciate; your
invitation to deliver a lecture at the Hungarian Economic Association on
methods of structual adjustment. I will be happy to do so, and vander
if the last week of August might be an appropriate time for you.

I found the meetings in Athens very Interesting and much enjoyed
the conversations we have had. I look forvard to our continuing contacts.

Yours sincerely,

* Bela Balassa

P.S. Many thanks for your recent book that arnrived a few days ago.



Octoer 19, 1981

Mr. Suk Tai Suh
Senior Fellow
Kforea Development Institute
P.O. Box 113
Cheongryang
Seoul
Korea

Dear Mr. Suh:

It has been a long time since I heard from you. I very much

hoe ethat you have progress in your work and that you can send me your

study in short order.

Bola Balassa

Bela Balas



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
-TO: Mr. F. Graham Pyatt, DRC DATE: October 19, 1981.

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT: Book Ordering

In reference to our conversation I would like to ask that 100

copies of my forthcoming book "Development Strategies in Semi-Industrial

Economies" be ordered by the DRC for distribution in developing countries.
Gary Kutcher says that the same number of cogies were ordered by the DRC

of his book.

I would like to order an additional 100 copies of the book for which
I would make payment. IP tells me that these copies should also be ordered

through the DRC. Correspondingly, IP should receive an order for all together

200 copies.

cc: Jean Ponchamni

BBalassa:nc.



October 19, 1981.

Mr. Martin W"801l1
Intersenata Ch. af Comere
38 Cours Albert 1
75008 Paris
France

Dear Mr. Wassell:

ThA"k Ym few your latter of October 10. 1 am contacting
Air France today to, Jame gy tickat.

I also appreciate your Informing me of the hoel reservations.
I have confirmed my arrival on Northwest I on Sunday, Novoiber 22 at
2155 hours.

In reading the page proof* of my paper, I hav* fewmt.. a-an
on p. 9 where two sentences wet* repeated (so selosurer). 1 womuld also
like to dolato am* of thet subhe"gs, Including "Comm interest" (p. 58,
"Multinationals' role overestimated" (p. 7), "Foreign direct investment" (p. 8),
and "Push-pull" (p. 10). 1 hopm that it is still pwoser to: zka themst

Yours sincerely,

aElosure Bela Balassa



participation of domestic interests in these subsidiaries will
be warranted. Such participation would also permit domes-
tic producers to -acquire technological and marketing
knowledge.

The cost of adjustment

The increasing importance of intra-industry specialization
also has implications for the costgadjustment in the devel-
oped countries to imports from the developing countries. In
the case of horizontal specialization, adjustment takes the
form of changing product composition within individual firms
and can be accomplished at little cost. Increases in imports
may in fact benefit the firm and its workers through a shift to
higher-value items, the upgrading of the labor force, and the
use of specialized machinery.-ArzteNakesAhe-ffrrr
-ehanging-pfoduct-emposition-w'ithirrtidividua-iirm-di

canbe-accomplishe&at-Iittte-costurntfeases-in-imports-may
in-4aGt-benefit the-firm-and-its-workers-hrough-a-shdHo-
higher-value-items-the-upgradingoelbe-aborforcea 4he
use-e-epecialized-n+acinery. Adjustment costs associated
with vertical specialization, too, are relatively low as firms
may change over from the manufacture of one part or com-
ponent to another and the skills used are transferable
among firms within a given industry.

Shifting resources from one industry to another will, how-
ever, entail adjustment costs. But they should not be over-
estimated. In the clothing industry, which is most affected
by competition from developing countries, I have estimated
that in the United States the loss of employment due to
productivity growth was more than six times higher than the
loss due to increases in net imports in recent years. A similar
result has been obtained for the European Common Market
by Jose de la Torre3 And, while the EEC average is affected
by the rising export surplus of Italy, it applies - among the
larger countries - to the United Kingdom; in Germany, the

- employment loss due to productivity growth has been more
than twice that due to increases in net imports; and there has
been an improvement in the trade position of the clothing
industry in France.
Furthermore, adjustment costs decline with the length of the
period of adjustment. In this connection, the experience of
New England provides an interesting example of successful
adjustment.

2 Journal of World Trade Law, March-April 1981.
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Mrs. Jane Carroll, IPA October 26, 1981.

Bela Balassa, DRC

Page Proofs of Preface

As you can see from the enclosure, an error was made in the fourth

paragraph of the page proofs of the Preface of my book. I also made two
additional changes in the proofs.

Enclosure
BBalassa:nc



October 19, 1981.

Mr. Nguyen Tinh Nghia
1 avenue Saint-Exupery
92160 Antony
France

Dear Mr. Nghia:

In answer to your letter, I enclose the papers you have requested

as well as two of my recent papers on trade and manufactured goods between

developing and developed eounties.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosures Bela Balassa

cc: The Changing International Division of Labor in Manufactured Goods Reprint

Prospects for Trade in H!ipufactured Goods between Industril and Developing
Countries, 1978-1990 Reprint No. 156

Trade in Manufactured Goods: Patterns of Chnage Reprint No. 180
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October 19, 1981.

Mr. Robert H. Vollm1e
Senior Industrial Development Officer

Regional and Country Studies Branah
United Nations Industrial Developuent Organization

Vienna Internatioanal Contra

A1400 Vienna
atria

Dear Mr. 3a4.ance

Many thanks for sending me the volume on "Ibrld Industry in 1980."

1 have found the anadyses of considerable intovsat. I boliwoe, bovever,

that the aesmates of nofactured luports by the Worth from th* South are

an the low side.

I enclose some of my recent papers that mny be of interest to you.

In turn, I would like to got copies of papers propared In your offie.

Yours sincsray.

Enclosures Bela Balassa

Enclosed: Structural Adjustment Policies in Neveloping Countries W.P. 464

Industrial Prospects and Policies in the Developed Countries W.P. 453

The Policy Experience of Twelve Less Developed Countries, 1973-1978

W.P. 449
Adjustment to External Shocks in Developing Economies W.P. 472



October 19, 1981.

Professor Malcolm C. Pak
The Middle East Institute
1761 N Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Professor Peck;

I would like to explore your possible interest in publishing my
paper "The Policy Experience of Newrly Industrialized Economies after 1973
and the Case of Turkey" in the Middle East Journal. While the first part
of the paper may be somavhat mori technical than the articles you generally
publish in the Jouernal, the discussion of Turkih policesn should be of
considerable intemaet. In this conneetion, I would add that the recommenda-
tions made in the paper have been discussed with the govern~mnt and have met
with their approval.

Yours sinerely ,



CABLE OCTOER t19, 1961

PAULO NOGUEIRA .ATISTA, FUNDACA0 GETULIO VAR6AS, INRTITUTO RASIL-

flF0 #E ECMO1*IA, CAZZA POSTAL 9052, 20.000 RIO DE JANEIRO, DRAZIL

PART I Of BRAZIL STUDY NOT ET RtUIV*. PLEASE LET ME KO# IF IT

WAS 3EEN SENT. REGARfl, SALASSA

et satass.

Bet. iet o'e.

l t s.a :e 0 9asw o1e



October 19, 1981.

Professor Paulo Vieira da Cunha
Editor-Chafe g P
INPES/IPEA l5ganudar
Caixa Postal 2672 - ZC-00
20 020 - Rio Be Janeiro, RJ
Brazil

Please accept my belated tamnw for your letter of June 19 and
for sending me 50 reprints of my~article tat Wppeared In the April 1981

issue of the Pesquia a PI&4elammnto Noonomim.

I am =U#=eg to ask your advie in a different matter. I have
recently published a book entitled, 'The Newly Industrializing Countries
in the World Economy'" that contains essays I have written ever the paat
three years, includinag two you have publised. I would like to exploe
the possibility of publishing a Portuguese translation of the book and
would appreciate your advice and help in this atter. A copy of the front
matter of the book is enclosed.

Your* sincerely,

Enceoure Bela Balassa



October 19, 1981.

Prof essor Juan Iyorio Varas C.
Faculty of Econmist and
Administrative Sciences

Pontificia Universidad Catolica do Chile
Instituto do Economia
Casilla 114-D
Santiago
CHILE

Dear Professor Varas:

Thank you for your letter of September 16. 1 am sorry to say

that I am completely booked-up for several months ahead, and therefore,

cannt paticiateat yur Cnfernce



CASLE OCTOBER 19, 1981
IL TES9

at. RENE VAUR$, HOTEL KILTO#

TURIt, TU#ISlA

PLEASE CALL ME COLLECT ON TKURSDAY, OCTOBER 22, OR FRIDAY, OCTOREW

23 AT 64?-1991. REGAR#S, SALASSA

**t

sac s oto. .
60* -gsm



THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL ECONOMY

(301) 338-7600 1991.oktober 18

Kedves Ivan:

Elegge elmaradtam a leveleid megvailaszol.sa.val pedi2 mLr a masodik
is meggrkezett rnha'ny hete. Inka'bb geppel irok mert a k zir6som nem
nagyon olvashato. A Tieddel viszont nem volt probhmAim.

Mi dketten nagyon 'lvezted -1a Veletek t6ltbtt estet es a kitung
vacso t., Carol masnap reggel indult Pirizson at Washirgtonba, 'en pedig
este j;hen-be ahol eleg jol sikerult konferencihn vettem r'szt.Onnan
Prizson .t Rabat-ba mentem nbhdny napra mint ,kormanytanAcsadb es az-
utan Vdrizsba egy konferencidra ahol megint el-adast tartottam.

4

Mire haeaertem, a gyerekek malr nagyban tanultak..Gabor iskolaja
olyan szigoru mint egyidben a ciszterek voltak de a testveriskola aho-
va Mara jlr nem olyan nehez. Az a benyomasom hogy a fiuk tanulisat
komofabbra f'ogj.k mint a la'nyoket ami az egyenloseg elvenek nem felel
meg. Azsrt persze Marinak is sok tanulnivaloja van.

Tanulma'nyommal kapcsolatos megjegyzeseidet nagyon kbsadndm. Sokmin-
den ujat nem tartalpnaz,hanem inkabb Attekintest akar nyujtana'i. Szeret-
nem Vargat idezni es megkszonnem ha megirnd nekem a .e z dp sagi
Szemldben megjelent,a refor 'avaslattal foglalkoz6,cikke .Ari- is ke'rne-
lek hogy kuldj anyagot a nylri ill.szeptemberi rende. lkwzesekrol.Nekem
ezekrol Fa],uvegi beszelt ds at ha azt hittem hogy a Figyelbben leirisu-
kat megtalalomde egy sz6 sem esett rdluk. Pedig,amint irod,fontos ren-
delkezgsek e's beleillenek abba amit a madsodik gazdasdgr6l irok. Tehat
nagyon megkcsz6nnbk barmilyen anyagot amit erre vonatkozoan tudnal kUl--
deni..

Erdeklodessel olvastam a munkidrol vald beszai'molot.Nagyon fontos
temakkal foglalkozol es drdeklodesre tarthatsz szamot. KilonbenRaffai
Erzsi,akit elutaz .som el*tt meglAtogattam, nagy szeretettel besz lt
R6lad 6s j6l emlbkszik.Rad abbol az idobobl amikor fe'rjevel vol al kap-
csoiltban.

Carollal egptt felesegednek es Neked is sok-sok aavdzletet,
kuldunk E nagyon remeljuk hogy a Woodrow Wilson Center meghivasat
hamarosan meg fogod kapni.



October 16, 1981.

Mr. Jos da Silva Lopes
Caixa Geral de Depositos
Largo do Santa Catarina
Lisbon
Portugal

Door Mr. Silva L.opes:

Thank you for your letter of October 5. 1 have initialled your

request for payment and have sent it to Mr. Davar for signature and process-
ing. I

I trust that you have received the copies of the Turkish report.
It will be fine if you provide me with your comuents on October 26. 1 will
be in Washington on that day and would like to invite you for lunch. Please
lot me know by cable if this is convenient. Looking forward to seeing you,
I remn

Yours sincerely,
Bela Blasoa



MR. JOSE DA SILVA LOPAg, CAIA MAL Of DEPOSI l3, LARG0 DE $XNTA

CATARINA, LISBON, PORTUGAL

FLEAlt B#RN YOUR SUSSESTIONS fGl REVISION Of THE REPORT TO

VASHINGION ON OCTOBER 26. WOULD LIKE TO INVITE YOU FOR LUNCH ON T"E

SAME DAY. CABLED A lER IS RMESTED. REGARDS, RALASSA

BELA DALASSA

,ELA BALASSA

B~stassbRC D# irotter's Offico



October 16, 1991.

Professor Christian Stoffaas
Chof 4u Contre d'Etudes at de Provision
Ministere do I'Induotrie
101, rue de Grene11e
75700 Paris
Franc*

Dear Christian,

I am enclosing the corrected set of proofs of my "The United
States in the World Economy" as requested. In correcting the proofs
I madeall1 the changve that wra Incorporated In the version of the
paper sent to you loot week. Plea"e aakwesledge reeitpt of proofs and
let as know iwhon the Proneb edition is expeated.

Enclosure Bela Balassa



October 16, 1981.

Air France
1150 17th Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Sir:

Mr. Martin Wassell of the International Chamber of Co rce
has informed me that authorization for an open first class prepaid
ticket, Washington-4maila-Taipai-Washington has been sent to you. I

would appreciate your issuing th& ticket according to the following

itinerary.

Nov. 21, Saturday Washington, Dulles 9:38 Northwest 3

Tokyo 16.00
Nov. 22 Sunday Tokyo 18:30 Northwest 1

manila 21:55

Nov. 27 Friday Manila 11:50 China Air 812
Taipei 13:40
Taipei 14:30 China Air 006

Los Angeles 9:45
Los Angeles 12:30 Western Airlines 502
Washington 21:19

I have already reservttions with Northwest Airlines for the
Washington-Manila trip. Ploase reserve flights for the return trip,

Manila-Taipei-Loe Angeles-Washington, and cancel the return reservations

I made with Northwest Airlines.

May I ask you to emakre satr servations for me in the nonsmoking

section, preferably in the first raw whenever possible. Should you have

any questions, call me at 676-1991.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Balassa



le 16 Gctobre 1981

Madame Franqoise CarriP-re
Revue Economique
54, boulevard Raspail
75006 Paris
Frane

Chere Frangoise,

C'est pour demander l'autorisation do reproduire mon article
intitulg "Evolutiou do la structure des 6changes do produits manufacturas
entre pays industrials ot pays ah developpaamet" dans World Bank Reprint
Series qua je t'ficris aujourd'hui. Comm a A 'ordinalre, il sera dmennt
indiquf qua 1'*rticle a Stg publif dans la Ravue Economique.

Js saisis catte occasion jxmr to remercier, avec beaucoup de
retard, ja V'avoue, d'svoir bien voulu lire les 6preuves. Je to suis
trea reconnaissant d'avoir u V'amabilitg do te charger do cette t~che
fastidious*.

Je to pria de croiro, chare Frarwoise, A mes moilleures awitigs
ainsi qu'& colles de Carol.

Bela Balassa



me.. CristmMR Waih, M0 October 1$ 1981

1. A panel ecoprisimg So Uasm (Cb*1=a), S. Deryp M. Scheeok* W.
Wroeth, oAm Bs fleekovic revieed t $o abov proposral an Octoer 31 Mr.
Yujovie did not participate In the rsvlowo Kr. Acharya and We. W*134c from

th Resach Comatteo, Mesrs* lumb, Lee, and Prok,, the project spaywors
frm EPD,, Professor Martr ad Dr. Rad, & repreentottvo of Wharton

Asociates war*e als pmant* fte panel agreed on the esivobiliy of the
proposed worche and expressed suport for the proposal on the condition that
the additional dmentsm described In Para. 2 and 3 ore provided.

2. The spossorlvg department should prepare a samorandust. Indiativg the
principal reaserc oieagws 3PD inv*vot, In t the proposed ressarch, the
expected rseserc output, aud the future utilization of the rem4At Apart
from the cseratsions Introeds In We. aes am* of September 15, the
possible uses ot the resut s n amsarte s tudies sad In elarifytmg the
status of Romaia for Book lending should be noted. The extnt of WD staff
tem* to be 4*oodt the vsoasetci poject W PD's role to organing the
propoed rsrgsemiart a" in esabishing cnats with escalist
countries sho l e &I e Kidiates t Is undestood that the research
projeet wiealute the semfulnes of alternative methodologies and provide
etimatemi of the leel and the rate of growth of per apita GNP under

alternative assumptions. It should be Indicated whast role WD will play'la
deriving "har4" mmabere for the Lt_# and how the contmead prodattiou of
these numbers will be assured*

3. Based on the chart he presented at tha meeting, Professor Masrr
asoul prepare a bref note describing the odeywagoe ond disadvantags, of
methods presently used In estisating (a) GNP In nationsa eaurrev units, (b)
csnversion ratio* Into dollars, an4 (c) OW9 growth rates in scialit
econamis, The evaluation ebmld be prepared fram the point-of-vewe of
providing comparablo'st~tes witthe #t figures that use exchange rat*&
as comesiou ratio* as weall as with estimte* derted by the ue of
purchasing power parties.

Cleared witbt Panel ammabe, Messrs* fnaeth and Acharya, Ms. Wallich

B~alas sanc



October 15, 1981.

Dr. SaKong
Korea Dovelopsent Institute
P.O. Box 113 Cheongrang
Seoul
Korea

Dear Dr. SaKong:

it was good to see you again and I much enjoyed the presentation
you made on the Korean economy.

I encloe a copy of my advisory report "Tmrea During the Fifth
Five-Toar Plan Period (1992-86)" for Inclumion in the volams you aea
editing. Pleaso acknowledge receipt of the paper by cable. A copy is
being sentto President im Mahn J0.

Yours sincerely,



CA13LE OCTOBER 15, 1981
K01RtOJECT SEOUL 61991

MR. SAKON, KOREA DEVELOPPENT INSTTUTE, P.#.0X 113 CHEONGRYAN

SEOUL, KOEaA

ADVISORY REPORT TITLED QUOTE KOREA DURING THE FIFT FIVE-YEA R PLAN

PERIOD (1981-86) UNQUOt OR INCLUSION IU VOLUME RAZLI# TODAY.

REGARD$, #ALASSA

set* satassa

sets 8atasse

D. tDirector's Offi#e



WORLD NK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DRAFT

TO: Mr. Ernest Stern, SVPOP DATE: October 15, 1981

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT: Mexico: Capital Goods Credit Project

1. At your request, transmitted by Mr. Norman Horsley, I have reviewed
the Decision Memorandum and the Issues Paper of the Capital Goods Credit
Project in Mexico, together with related material. The following comments
consider protection and incentive policies, with particular reference to the
machinery sector.

2. The Project Brief stated that "the relatively large size of the
domestic market combined with the relative labor intensity of most capital
goods industries (as compared with consumer or intermedian products industries
of similar size) and the low labor cost in Mexico lends reason to believe that
Mexican capital goods industries can operate efficiently and compete
internationally in many product categories" (Para. 1.04). It was added that,
under present conditions,"there are many product lines, especially in the
light-to-medium-heavy category, which are able to compete effectively in
international markets at zero or moderate levels of protection ... However,
the potential which is evident would have to be complemented by appropriate
economic and commercial policies that would ensure that only economically
efficient operations are supported" (Ibid.).

3. The Project Brief further reported that there is "a clear desire on
the part of the government to define and implement a rational protection
policy for the capital goods subsector in order to help in its take-off stage"
(Para. 1.10) and that "a tariff and protection policy statement would soon be
forthcoming from the Tariff Commission'- (Ibid.). In the event, the policy
statement, issued by the Secretaria de Hacienda y Credito Publico, remained an
internal document. However, the mission has concluded that this statenent and
the decree issued on September 10th "provide a satisfactory framework for a
rational and efficient development of the Mexican capital goods manufacturing
subsector" (Issues Paper, Para. 6).

4. The new decree (a) sets minimum domestic content at 50%; (b) provides
preferential credits for the purchase of domestic machinery; (c) increases the
tax credit from 5 percent to 15 percent to the domestic purchaser and grants a
15 percent tax credit on the purchase of domestic inputs to the machinery
producer; and (d) prohibits the importation of used machinery. The policy
statement further indicates that domestic machinery producers will receive a
tax credit of 20 percent for new investment and a tax credit of 20 percent for
the generation of employment and for additional shifts.

5. Provisions have also been made to protect the domestic production of
new machinery, as well as existing machinery that is "considered of low
productivity or infant industry," through import licensing for a period of
five years. In turn, the production of machinery that is considered to have
been reached a "mature" stage will be protected by tariffs of 30 to 50
percent, according to the policy statement. At the same time, in public
procurement, domestic machinery producers would enjoy a preferential margin of
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15 percent or the applicable tariff, whichever is higher, and can request an
increase in this margin (Issues Paper Para. 3).

6. These provisions would raise the protection of the Mexican machinery
industry. The Project Brief considers this to be appropriate, largely on the
grounds that "as a result of low tariffs and an overvalued exchange rate, the
capital goods subsector has been subject to relatively low levels of
protection through most of the recent period, and some effective protection
levels have, in fact, been negative" (Para. 1.08). Estimates made by the
Commerce Ministry for 1979 do not corroborate this view. As shown in Table 1,
the nominal rate of protection of non-electrical machinery was 20 percent and
that of electrical machinery 17 percent. The nominal protection rate was even
higher (58 percent) on electronic equipment that covers producer as well as
consumer goods, with several items in the former considered infant industries
by the decree. At the same time, nominal rates of protection exceeded 20
percent for only four of the 33 remaining industrial sectors. Estimates of
effective protection show a similar picture, with effective rates of 34-35% on
nonelectrical and electrical machinery, and the findings are supported by
estimates made at the Presidencia that extend until 1980.

7. Raising the nominal protection of the machinery industry while
maintaining that of its major input, steel, will raise the effective
protection of this industry more than the rise in nominal protection. The
rates will increase further as a result of the imposition of domestic content
requirements, the tax credits provided to the users and the producers of
machinery, and the tax credits for new investment and the generation of
employment. In extreme cases, the firm may make a profit even if world market
value added is negative, i.e. inefficient operations give rise to a loss in
foreign exchange. Take, for example, the case when there is no product
protection (import licensing or tariffs) and the 15 percent tax credit is
provided on machinery sold domestically for 100 thousand pesos, as well as on
domestically produced parts and components, purchased for 40 thousand pesos,
while 40 thousand pesos is the cost of imported equipment, and there is
domestic value added of 20 thousand pesos. The world market value of output
will now be 85 thousand pesos (the domestic price less the 15 percent tax
credit) and that of domestically-purchased parts and components 46 thousand
pesos (the purchase price plus the 15 percent tax credit). With the cost of
imported equipment at 40 thousand pesos, the domestic currency equivalent of
the net foreign exchange loss would be 1 thousand pesos (85-46-40). These
results are not affected by the overvaluation of the peso while the extent of
effective protection and, in the example, the loss of foreign exchange, would
increase further if account was taken of import licensing and tariffs.

8. One is led to the conclusion that import licensing and high tariffs,
in addition to tax credits and credit preferences, would provide excessive
protection to the machinery industry and discriminate against exports. The
proposed measures, then, would not ensure that the Mexican machinery industry
would develop according to its comparative advantage. In particular, import
licensing would provide practically unlimited protection. While the decree
requires that the domestic price not exceed the comparable import price by
more than 15 percent, it will be difficult to gauge differences in quality and
performance that increase differences in the "effective" price.
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9. At any rate, the Secretaria de Patrimonio y Fomento Industrial can

make exceptions from the 15 percent rule. Demands for exceptions may be
buttressed by the high cost of domestic parts and components under the 50
percent domestic content rule that has led to high costs in the automobile
industry in Mexico and is particularly objectionable in the case of the
machinery industry where the loss of economies of scale may raise the cost of
production to a considerable extent. At the same time, once inefficient,
small-scale facilities are established to produce machinery and its parts and
components for the domestic market, it will be difficult to subsequently enter
export markets.

9. The Decision Memorandum calls for the Bank review of a draft document
outlining general protection and incentive policies, to be issued by the
government, prior to negotiations. It is not apparent to what extent is it
possible to demand changes in the incentive system in the course of this
review. At the same time, in order to ensure production at efficient scale,
it would be desirable to rely on incentive measures that benefit domestic and

export sales equally. This could be done by providing preferential credits on
equal terms in the two cases and extending the tax credit on the purchase of
machinery to export sales, with the producer being the beneficiary. The
danger of retaliation by the United States could be minimized if tax credits
on domestic sales would also be provided to the producer rather than the
purchaser of machinery. At the same time, anti-dumping legislation may be
utilized to handle foreign dumping, the existence of which may, at any rate,
be questioned. Finally, questions arise about the desirability of prohibiting
the importation of used machinery, which may permit the use of relatively
labor-intensive techniques suitable for the conditions existing in Mexico.

10. It would also be desirable that the governent publish a statement on
protection and incentives as originally envisaged, so as to reduce uncertainty
for the would-be producers. Without such publication, there may be reluctance
on the part of private industry to engage in the production of machinery or
increased protection may be demanded.

11. According to the Issues Paper, "the reluctance of the Mexican
government to publicize the details is understandable under the current
volatile circumstances, of international trade and exchange rates" (Para.
6). In this connection, the question arises at what point will the Bank
introduce exchange rate conditions in its dealings with the government. This
issue is brought into focus by recent increases in tariffs and the imposition
of import controls in response to declines in oil revenues, reversing the
process of import liberalization. At the same time, the extent of the
liberalization of imports in previous years should not be overstated as in
1980 two-thirds of the value of imports were subject to licensing (Mexico:
Development Strategy -- Prospects and Problems, August 31, 1981, Para. 170).
By contrast, practically no export subsidies are provided.

12. Table 1 indicates the existence of considerable distortions in

resource allocation resulting from the system of incentives applied in
Mexico. Even larger distortions are apparent from the price comparisons made
for over 400 products by the Presidencia. The balanced development of the
Mexican economy would require a reconsideration of the incentive system,
including the exchange rate, import licensing, tariffs, export subsidies, and

price control. The sooner this occurs, the lesser difficulties the high cost
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of facilities established under protection would provide for the other sectors
of the economy. This conclusion applies, in particular, to the machinery
industry where import licensing and high tariffs raise costs for user
industries.

13. In concluding, I would like to applaud the proposed Bank project that
will permit reducing costs in the production of machinery for domestic as well
as for export markets. It is a different question what kind of policy
conditons may be negotiated with the Mexican government after the lengthy
dialoque that is referred to in the Decision Memorandum (Para. 11).



The World Bank / 1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A. * Telephone: (202) 477-1234 * Cables: INTBAFRAD

Le 16 octobre 1981

Cher ami,

Nous vous avons exp6di6, voici quelques semaines, plusieurs
de mes etudes a l'adresse suivante :

Fondation nationale des sciences
politiques

56, rue des Saints-Pares
75007 Paris

A la fin du mois de juillet, nous vous avons envoy6 mon ouvrage
intitulM "The Newly Industrializing Countries in the World Economy" a
l'Institut d'6tudes politiques, 27, rue Saint-Guillaume, 75007 Paris.
J'espare que ces deux envois vous sont parvenus.

J'ai 6tg tras heureux de vous revoir a Paris et je souhaite
que nous puissions nous rencontrer A l'occasion de mon prochain passage,
en dicembre ou janvier.

Croyez, cher ami, A mes sentiments les plus cordiaux.

Bela Balassa

Monsieur Jean-Claude Casanova
Directeur du Service d'6tude

de l'activit6 6conomique
4, rue Michelet
75006 Paris (France)



October 15, 1991,

Mr. Igacilo rnal
dCoodiadr de Proyeto do e aerllo,
PresIdencia de la Repubic&a
Felix Cuevas 301 4o Piso
Mexico 12, D.F.
Mexico

It moo good to so you again and I us# much Interested to bear about the
results of your work on protection. Your study to unique in having provided a
timeseries of seetoral nowtnal and effetive protection astaostes based on, o
large saple of comwadities.e folloving%* emmeants In part repat tbt points
I ad to you verbally and in part go beyond them on the basis of a more
detailed look at the rsuts.

14 I an puzzled by some of the large dIfferammss shoom between simple
and weighted avesqpgs of nmintal protection rateso Using the amsdjusts,4
f laures (PN 30). the differencs often exceed 20-30 percentage poitst,
reaching 90 perenatage poits in the tons o non tealc111 ninerale (Sector
15).

2. In geueral, a weighted average to preferable to an umeitghted
average. Hoever, as I noted at our meeting, the weigbting scheme utilized,
doom not appear appropriate. In tb* easea of other usnufatured goods (Sector
20). fo example, atch** or gtia a weight of 48 percent while they secomte
for only 5 peretat of the value added oft the sector. May 1, tbereforot repat
my suggestion that you elculsa tetr average& in two steps by (a) deriving
averages for eah - tgit subsecstr and (b) subsequently averaging the rewsito
thereby obtained ou the 2-digit se-etor leelo

3. At both *top*, nominal protection rates should be averaged by the use
of output enigts, expressed at world arket prices (Ioe. the deostle value
of output, deflated by the nominal rate of protection)* 161le the tables show
value added rather than the value of output at the 3-digit level, I pre&sa
that output figures are readily availabele.

4. The world market value of output should further be used In averaging
the ectoral results for primary ativities (Setors I to 5) and for-
manufacturing Industries (Setors 7 to 20) as wall am for all esets taken
together. Such averages abould also be detred for effective rates of



protection by using value added weights, again expressed at world mairet
prices (i.e. value added expressed in domestic prices, deflated by the
effective rate of protection).

5. It would be of further interest to compare your results with the
estimates obtained in the Comercio study, which I have just received from
Mr. Kessing who v.sited you In Mexico last July. Making such comparisons
would require re-avoraging the estimates of the Comorlo, study according to
the scheme of product clessificstion you have used.

6. Finally, may I again suggest that you estimate rates of export
subsidies for comparison with rates of import protection. This *fuld not
require making price comparisons but rather the collection of Information on
the various forms of subuldies.

I will be interested to get further information on your study, ineluding
the methed used in deriving the extent of overwalustion. I an also informing
the staff of the Latin America and the Caribbean Regional Office about your
study and you may hear from them in due course.

I -m also sending you a few of my recent papers that you may find of
interest.

With best reard,

Sincerely yours,

Enelosures Bela Balassa

Enclosed: Adjustment to External Shocks in Developing Economies WP No. 472
The Policy Experience of Twleve Less Developed Countries, 1973-1978

WP No. 449
Structural Adjustment Policies in Developing Economies, WP No. 464
Industrial Prospects and Policies in the Developed Countries WP No. 453
Culinary Guide

cc: Messrs. Glaessner, Lari, Pfeffermann, Nawicki, Dutt, Baskind, Scolli



October 15, 1981.

Professor Cynthia Taft Morris
The American University
3030 Arizona Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2GO16

Dear Professor Morris:

Many thanks for your suggestions for the revision of my "Policy
Experience of Twelve Loe Developed Contries, 1973-1979." 1 have followed
all of them, expet that I have decided not to provide a brief averviaw of
results in the introduction. I 'feel that this would have led to too much
repetition.

I am sending the revised version of the paper, together Vith a
copy of this letter to Prof *soer Rais.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Balassa

ec:- Professor Gus Ranis



October 9, 1981.

Mr. Martin Wolf
Trade Policy Research Center
1 Gough Square
London EC4 3 DE
England

Dear Mattin,

I encloe a copy of Volume One, Sumary and Conclusions of our
report. Another copy, together with Volume Two containing the detailed
studies, will be sent to you in a few days.

I would appreciate your sending me your suggestions for changes
in your report as well as in the Sumary and Conclusions by October 23.
I will have to got the report ready for distribution into green cover on
October 30.

Thank you again, for your excellent report, I remain,

SSincerely yours,

Enclosure Bela Balasse.



October 9, 1981.

Ys. Shirley W. Y. Kuo
The Central Bank of China
Taipei, Taiwan
The Republic of China

Dear Mo. Kuo:

On November 23 I will go to Manil a to make a speech at the
Congress of the International Chamber of Commerce. On my return from
Manila, I could spend a few hours in Taipei to present a paper or to
have discussions with a small group.

I would arrive on Friday, November 27 at 13:40 on China Airlines
812 and depart at 17:30 on China Airlines 004. Since I travel with hand
luggage only, little time would be required for arrival and departure
formalities.

While I would have liked to spend more time in Taiwan, family
obligations neessitate my return to Washington for the November 28-29
weekend. But it would be a pleasure to spend even a few hours in the
company of old friends like yourself .

May I ask you to let poknow by cable if the suggested timing
is appropriate.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Balassa



Mr. Michael F. Carter, W4M2 October 9, 1981.

Bola Balassa, DRC

Turk*y Rort

I enclose Volume One, "Summnary and Conclusions" of the report
Turkey: Induetria.xatio ad Tra Strategy. Chapters 2 to 4, an
well as parts of Chapter 6 (agricultural pricing), have relevance for
your proposed Morocco Incentives m sio . At the same timt, the Moroco
mission could go further in making specific recommendations on tariff
structure and on export subsidies as it will be able to build an the
results of the Protection and Incentive study.

cc: Me. Guerard, EM2

Einclosure
BBalassa:nc



Geoober 9, 1981.

Mr. Christian Stoffaes
Conference Convener
Institut Auguste Comte Four L'Etude
des Sciences de IhAction

21, rue Descartes
75005 Paris
France

Dear Christian,

I enclose copies of the English and Franch version of my paper
"The United States in the World Economy." I hope that the papers arrive

in time, before the volume goes to the printer.

With beat regards,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosuras Bela Balassa



Mr. D. Joseph Wood, PPA October 9, 1981.

Bela Balassa, DEC

Grant Element

While the style is rather turgid (especially in the first paragraph
of p. 21 the position taken in Leipziger's August 12t me= "A Note on the
Concept of Grant El nt" is correct. In a revised version, it would be
desirable, however, to explain the reasons for the position taken, which may
not be immediately apparent to everyone.

P.S. Sorry for the delay in replying; it has been due to my long absence
from Washington.

B3alassasne



October 9, 1981.

Mr. Jos6 da Silva Lopes
Ceiza Geral de Daposit*&
Largo de Santa Ciatarina
Lisbon
Portugal

Dear Mr. Silva-Lopes:

This Is a follow-up to my letter of October 6. 1 would appreciate
your suggatiens for the rew"Loan of the chapter "The Financing of geonomic
Activity, " to Volum One, "gSmnwy amd Conclusions" in Tursmy: Imbur-al-
sat'ion amd f'inde BnStegy. We would partlelarly need & stronger statemint
an the measures that may be us"d to devolop e"pItal narkets to Turkey.

With beat regards,

Sincerely yours,

Baa-al&



Ms. Christine Vallich, VPD Ocoe 8,18

Bela Balassa, DRC

1. A panel comprising B. Baloas (Cholmsan), S. Dery, M. Schre*k, W.
Talroth, and B. Pleskovic reviewed the above proposal on October 51 Mr.
Vujovie did not participate In the review. Mr. AchWTY* and Nb. Wallich from
the Research Cmmitstee. saneth, Lee, and Park from WD, Professor
Marer, and a representative of Wharton Associates were also present. The
panel agreed on the desirability of the proposed research and expressed
support for the proposal on the condition that the additional duente
described In Para. 2 and 3 are provided.

2. The sponsoring department should prepare* semoranduu, indicating the
principal research objectives, PD involvemnt In the proposed research, the
expected research output, and the future utIlisetion of the results. Apart
from the considerations introduced In Mr. bsnath's ate of September 15, the
possible uses of the results in emparative studies and L eIlarifying the
status of Romnia for Bank leading should be noted. The eatt of PD staff
tIme to be devoted to the research project and ID's role in organizing the
proposed rosoarch seminar and In establishing contacts with socialist
countries should also be indicated. It Is understood that the research
project will evaluate the usefulness of alternative watbodologles and provide
esti*ates of the level and the rate of growth of par eapita GNP under
alternative asseptions. It should be indicated what role EPD will play in
deriving "hard" numbers for the 4tlas and haw the continued prodution of
these numbers will be assured.

3. Based on the chart he presented at the meetipg, Professor Marer
should prepare a brief note dewribing the advantages and disadvantages of
methods presently used In estimating (a) GNP in national currency units, (b)
conversion ratios Into dollars, and (c) GNP growth rates In socialist
economis.s The evaluation Ab~uld be prepared from the point-of-view of
providing comparable estinates with the Atla figures that use exchange rates
as conversion ratios as well as with estimates derived by the use of
purchasing power parities.

To be cleared witht Panel members, Messrs. Blneth and AMha.ya, Me. Vallicb

BBalasea 1n1



October 8, 1981.

Professor Janos Kornai
Institute of Economics
iiungarian Academy of Sciences
1502 Budapest Postafiok 262

Budapest X w., Budto-i ut 43/45

Dear Janos-

This is to inform you that both the Bank and Johns Hopkins would

be happy if you could give a seminar following the meetings in Bloomington.

Please confirm whether you would be available the week following the

Bloomingtoa conference (March 29 to April 2) or an the followring week

(April 5 to April 9). 1 would appreciate your early answer sine Hopkins

is setting up its seminar schedule for the next smestemr.

It was good to see you and I appreciate the comments you have made

on my paper.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Balassa



October 8, 1981.

Profeasor Marton Tardos
Tnatitute of Economtics
Hnagarian Academy of Scenes
1502 Budapest
Postaftok 262
Budapest XI. , Budaosi ut 43/45
Hungary

Dear Marei,

Thank you for sending me the article by Szira an the exchange
rate. I earlier received a copy of the paper on the second economy from
your secretary.

I have been delayed in revising my paper and would appreciate
getting your comments on it.

With best regards,

Yours oincerely,

Bela Balassa



WORLD RANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Ms. Christine Wallich, VPD DATE: October 8, 1981

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT:
Review Panel: "Evaluation and Estimation of National Accounts Statistics for
Centrally Planned Economies on Atlas Basis"

1. A panel comprising B. Balassa (Chairman), S. Bery, M. Schrenk, W.
Talroth, and B. Pleskovic reviewed the above proposal on October 5; Mr.
Vujovic did not participate in the review. Mr. Acharya and Ms. Wallich from
the Research Committee, Messrs. Baneth, Lee, and Park from EPD, Professor
Marer, and a representative of Wharton Associates were also present. The
panel agreed on the desirability of the proposed research and expressed
support for the proposal on the condition that the additional documents
described in Para. 2 and 3 are provided.

2. The sponsoring department should prepare a memorandum, indicating the
principal research objectives, EPD involvement in the proposed research, the
expected research output, and the future utilization of the results. Apart
from the considerations introduced in Mr. Baneth's memo of September 15, the
possible uses of the results in comparative studies and in clarifying the
status of Romania for Bank lending should be noted. The extent of EPD staff
time to be devoted to the research project and EPD's role in organizing the
proposed research seminar and in establishing contacts with socialist
countries should also be indicated. It is understood that the research
project will evaluate the usefulness of alternative methodologies and provide
estimates of the level and the rate of growth of per capita GNP under
alternative assumptions. It should be indicated what role EPD will play in
deriving "hard" numbers for the Atlas and how the continued production of
these numbers will be assured.

3. Based on the chart he presented at the meeting, Professor Marer
should prepare a brief note describing the advantages and disadvantages of
methods presently used in estimating (a) GNP in national currency units, (b)
conversion ratios into dollars, and (c) GNP growth rates in socialist
economies. The evaluation should be prepared from the point-of-view of
providing comparable estimates with the Atlas figures that use exchange rates
as conversion ratios as well as with estimates derived by the use of
purchasing power parities.

To be cleared with: Panel members, Messrs. Baneth and Acharya, Ms. Wallich

BBalassa:nc



October 8, 1981.

Dr. Mikerrem Hic
Prof.sor of Economics
Istanbul University
Faculty of Economics
Institute of Economic Development
Istanbul
Turkey

Dear Dr. Ric:

Ploase excuse the delay in ansering your letters of August 15
and 22. 1 received them after a return from a six months trip abroad.
I understand that the financial questions raised in your letters have
been settled. Mr. Michel Noel will have discussions with you on the
questions that remain. He is hand Aarrying this letter to you.

Yours sincerely,



GNUC 8 , 191
TELEX CLUMNa M1039" 6199"

MR. DIAWARA, P*R$fl#IT DU CLUS DE MAR, 4 AVE"UE Notfe

75008 PARIS, FRANCE

REGRET TO INFORM TO Of TRE IMPOS131LITY TO PROVIhE REPLACEPENT Fea

MR. V fY AR0 MYSELF AT V1IUNA REETIU. LO09tA4 FORWASO TO

WEIN$ OU IN WASHINGTON IN EARLY bECER&ER. I EXPECT TO REPA#T FOR

A TRIP 0* ECE#ER TENTH. REGAROS, SALASSA

BEL ALAS$A

NELA SALASSA

RR~ts# ;~ORC i rtetet' * Offi$.



October 8, 1981.

Ms, Jennifer Roback
Yale University
Department of Economics
Economic Growth Center
Box 1987
Yale Station
New Haven, Connecticut 06$20

Dear Ms. Roback:

Thank you for your lettex of September 14 inviting me to give a
paper at your Trade and Development Workshop. I would be happy to do so
and could come on November 9 or 16. If these dates are not convenient
for you we could perhaps postpone my visit until the saend s mster.

Yours sincerely ,

Bela Balassa

0? 7~ w44



2134 Wyoming Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008
October 8, 1981.

Kodak
P.O. Dox NB-073
El Paso, Texas 79977

Dear Sir:

I enclose your coupon together with the sales receipt. I am
afraid that I can not enclose the clip off model number tab because
this was not on the package. I inquired of W. Bell & Co., what
purchased tho camera, and they told me that wme of the boxs had a tab.

I trust that this information is sufficient and I will soon
receive my $10.00 refund.

Yours truly,

Enclosures Bela Balassa



* TAKE THE MONEY FOR FUNI
When you buy a Kodak instant camera

GET $10 BACK on the Kodak Colorburst 250 GET GET $10 BACK on the Kodak Colorburst 350
instant camera or outfit. The Kodak Colorburst instantcamera. Get closer instantly. This camera
250 instant camera offers the convenience of a " n has all the features of the Kodak Colorburst 250
built-in electronic flash, plus a lens you never I instant camera, plus a special close-up lens for

have to focus BACK portrait type pictures. 0

I'll take the money for fun! Please send me a $10.00 rebate on my purchase of:

[] a Kodak Colorburst 250 instant camera or outfit 0 [] a Kodak Colorburst 350 Instant camera.

1 Complete the address portion of this certificate. Send coupon and Take the Money for Fun Rebate

2 Enclose the clip-off model number tab from proofs of purchase to: P.O. Box NB-073, El Paso, Texas 79977

inside the box flap. (For Kodak Colorburst 250 Your Name- BELA BALASSA
outfits only, enclose the UPC code from back
of camera carton.) 2134 Wyoming Avenue, N. W.

3 Enclose dated sales receipt. Camera must be Address- Washington, D. C. 20008

purchased between April 1, 1981 and Sep- City State Zip
tember 30, 1981. This request must be post-
marked no later than October 31,1981. Dealer Name W. Bell & Co,

All three items must be submitted before a
rebate payment can be made. Participation city .Washington SeD .C.

imited to one rebate per customer.

Valid only in the contiguous United States, Alaska and Hawaii
AIO-30B (Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.) A

11665r X~. Ri.
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WORLD RANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Ms. Christine Wallich, VPD DATE: October 8, 1981

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT:
Review Panel: "Evaluation and Estimation of National Accounts Statistics for
Centrally Planned Economies on Atlas Basis"

1. A panel comprising B. Balassa (Chairman), S. Bery, M. Schrenk, W.
Talroth, and B. Pleskovic reviewed the above proposal on October 5; Mr.
Vujovic did not participate in the review. Mr. Acharya and Ms. Wallich from
the Research Committee, Messrs. Baneth, Lee, and Park from EPD, Professor
Marer, and a representative of Wharton Associates were also present. The
panel agreed on the desirability of the proposed research and expressed
support for the proposal on the condition that the additional documents
described in Para. 2 and 3 are provided.

2. The sponsoring department should prepare a memorandum, indicating the
principal research objectives, EPD involvement in the proposed research, the
expected research output, and the future utilization of the results. Apart
from the considerations introduced in Mr. Baneth's memo of September 15, the
possible uses of the results in comparative studies and in clarifying the
status of Romania for Bank lending should be noted. The extent of EPD staff
time to be devoted to the research project and EPD's role in organizing the
proposed research seminar and in establishing contacts with socialist
countries should also be indicated. It is understood that the research
project will evaluate the usefulness of alternative methodologies and provide
estimates of the level and the rate of growth of per capita GNP under
alternative assumptions. It should be indicated what role EPD will play in
deriving "hard" numbers for the Atlas and how the continued production of
these numbers will be assured.

3. Based on the chart he presented at the meeting, Professor Marer
should prepare a brief note describing the advantages and disadvantages of
methods presently used in estimating (a) GNP in national currency units, (b)
conversion ratios into dollars, and (c) GNP growth rates in socialist
economies. The evaluation should be prepared from the point-of-view of
providing comparable estimates with the Atlas figures that use exchange rates
as conversion ratios as well as with estimates derived by the use of
purchasing power parities.

To be cleared with: Panel members, Messrs. Baneth and Acharya, Ms. Wallich

BBalassa:nc



Mr. S. E. X. Nowill
Ka4kar Apt. A/$
Devriya Sokak, 15
Mada, Kadikoy
Istanbul
Turkey

Dear Mr. Nowill:

Thank you for your letter of Soptewher 18 and for your cnnts~a

on my paper. As to the G"P and population figures, I have been using data

published by the International Monetary Funnd.

Bela Salans



October 6, 1981.

Mr. Jose da Silva Lopes
Caixa Geral de Depositos
Largo de Santa Catarina
Lisboa
Portugal

Dear Mr. Silva Lopes:

The edited version of your chapter has now been typed and it will be sent
to you, together with all other chapter sand the Summary and Conclusions, by
the end of the week. I would appreciate your informing me of any changes you
wish to make in your chapter, or in the relevant section of Summary and
Conclusions, by October 23. I will have to send the complete version to the
Turkish authorities by October 31.

I would like to ask you to review Tables 3.2, 3.5 and 3.6, where some
numbers are missing and send me these numbers if available. (In Table 3.2, I
added a row on the decrease in net foreign assets of public administrations,
but I am missing the figure for 1979.) I also wonder if you might have been
able to obtain more recent data for some of the tables. Finally, there
remains some repetition in the chapter as regards the effects on monetary
policy and inflation of the financing of the public sector.

I would like to emphasize that we can make any desirable changes before
the next version of the report ia completed. While I have tried to retain all
your ideas in the editing, you may find that I have not always succeeded in
doing so.

I would like to use the opportunity to thank you again for the excellent
work you have done. Your report should be very useful to the Bank as well as
to the Turkish government.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Balassa

P.S. On your visit to Washington I mentioned to you the possibility of the
Bank undertaking a mission to Morocco in January. This has now been postponed
and will not take place until May or June. I will contact you, once there is
information on the coverage of the mission, to discuss your possible
participation.



2134 Wyoming Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008
October 6, 1981.

Dr. Wesley Oler
3301 New Mexico Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016

Dear Dr. Oler:

Mr. Balassa has received your bill and as soon as he receives
the attached completed form, payment will be made.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosures Norma Campbell
Secretary to Mr. Balassa



TwLE OcTowM 51 19"1
CLUBAK M3965F ,049"

Ut. 01AWARA, CLUB DR DAKAR, SECRETANIAT A*ZRZTRATZ#,

4, AVENUE NOCNI, 75004 PARIS, FRANCE

CLUB UE DAKAR DISCUSSMS ARE ONGOING F&O NAMING A SANK REPRESENTA-

TZVE TO THE VIENNA COUSIESS Of TME CLUD DE DAKAR. WILL INFO#* YOU

WTHIN A FEW DAYS. MEAROS, RALASSA

BELA SALA#WA

BELA BAtAIA

3R VIRCTOR OFRI



Mr. Hollis B. Chenery, VPD October 5, 1981.

Bela Balassa, DRC

Club do Dakar

The Club do Dakar will be holding its annual meeting on October 12 - 14
in Vienna. The subject of the meeing is the least developed countries. Given
the interest in the Bank in these countries it would seem desirable to send a
representative to the meeting.

I = afraid that due to other obligations I cannot attend. Lot me
add here that last year Joan Baneth represented the Bank and the year
before Joan U1nard partiipated at the meeting.

e: Nx. do Azearate, WANVP

BMalassa:nc
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Mr. Edwin R. Lim, AA ctober 5, 1981.

BOUa Bolassa, DRC

ftwda ad Research on ftnggy

I have spoken to Professor Marer who would be happy to have you, and
other Interested parties from the Bank, as well as Chinese visitors at the
Conference on Hungary to b* hold on March 21 - 24. As the enclosed invitation
indieates, the more interesting part of the Conference takes place in the first
two days.

Professor Marer agrees with the idea of having a small seminar in
Washington, with the participation of several Hungarian economists immediately
folloving the Conference. At the seminar we could have discussions an aom& of
the topics that are of interost to the Chinese as well as on prospeetivo
research on Hungary.



INDIANA UNIVERSITY

41

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Bloomington/Indianapolis
10th St. & Fee Lane
Bloomington, IN 47405
(812) 337-7529

July 31, 1981

Bela Balassa
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Dev.

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Bela:

We would like to invite you to participate in a Roundtable on the
Hungarian economy next March 21-24 in Bloomington, hosted by the
Hungarian Chair in the Department of Uralic and Altaic Studies and
the Graduate School of Business of Indiana University.

The current plan is to "merge" two small conferences into a four-day
meeting on the Hungarian economy, March 21-24, 1982, though we under-
stand that some US participants may not be able to stay for the full
four days. The first two days, with program responsibility principally
by Indiana, would be devoted to:

1. Reforms in Hungary's macroeconomic planning and enterprise
management (day one); and

2.- The organization and performance of Hungarian agriculture
in international perspective (day two).

The third and fourth days would in effect be the seventh annual session
of the US-HUNGARIAN ROUNDTABLE ON ECONOMICS. As you know, the Round-
table is an annual meeting of US and Hungarian specialists on the
economies of the two countries and East-West commercial relations.
Hungarian participation in the Roundtable is organized by Prof. Mihaly
Simai of the Institute of World Economics in Budapest, US participation
by Prof. Ed Hewett of the Brookings Institution in Washington, D.C.

Given the small number of US academic specialists on the Hungarian
economy, the difficulty for all of us to find time and money to par-
ticipate in two conferences on Hungary in the same year, and the sub-
stantial expense of bringing a dozen or so leading economists from



Bela Balassa
July 31, 1981
Page two

Hungary to the US, Professors Hewett, Ranki and I thought that it would

be sensible to hold the two meetings parallel, but with formal program

and funding responsibility for the two components remaining separate

but of course closely coordinated. It is our understanding that Prof.

Simai has agreed to this arrangement but we are awaiting his written

confirmation.

At the Roundtable meetings at least one or two days are usually devoted

to East-West economic relations. Accordingly, the third and fourth

days of the Conference would be:

3. East-West economic relations (papers on US economic relations

with the East and Hungary's economic relations with the West);

and

4. East-West economic relations (continued) and miscellaneous

other topics involving either Hungary or the US (papers to

.--.be determined on the basis of topics suggested by the invited

participants).

The four-day meeting is slated to bring together an unusually large

and strong team of experts on the Hungarian economy. In the past,

the Hungarians have always sent 8 to 10 outstanding economists to

these Roundtables, usually including Otto Gado, Marton Tardos, Bela

Kadar, Mihaly Simai, Istvan Dobozi and others of their caliber. On

this occasion the Hungarian Chair ati Indiana has invited, at its expense,

several other leading specialists from Hungary, including Rezso Nyers

(former member of the Politburo who is considered one of the architects

of the NEM), Janos Kornai, and two others, and tentative acceptances

have been received already.

US participation in the Roundtable is funded by the NSF. Since Ed

Hewett must soon submit a grant request for the March 1982 Seventh

session which must include a preliminary list of US participants and

the tentative titles of their papers, he would like to know whether

you can make a tentative commitment to present (even a short) paper

at any of the four sessions. If yes, please send us the tentative

title of the paper. On the assumption that NSF will continue to fund

the Roundtable, Ed and I would then be in a position to cover the

full cost of your conference participation.

So far other letters of invitation have been sent to Professors Balassa,

Bornstein, Brada, Grossman, Holzman, Marrese, Montias, Portes, and

Wolf (possible members of the US Roundtable team) and to Messrs. Hare,

Radice, and Swain (who just published a co-edited book on the Hungarian

economy) in the UK. If you know any other professor or advanced graduate



Bela Balassa
July 31, 1981
Page three -

student doing research on the Hungarian economy, please let us know

so - that we can extend an invitation.-

To expedite matters, please send a copy of your reply also to Ed Hewett
at Brookings (1775 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036).

yours,

Paul Marer
Chairperson and -Professor
International Business

PM:dkc



n 2134 Wyoming AVenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008
October 5, 1981.

Mr. William S. Norman
Vice President, Sales and Marketing
400 North Capital Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

Dear Mr. Norman:

On MAy 15 and July 30, 1981, 1 wrote to your Corporation requesting
that you again permit pas nnears to board all Metroliers going Southa in
Baltimore. The reasons for this request are contained in the enclosed letter.

On a recent trip, I again had the experience of waiting for over
an hour at Baltimore station because of the delay of the regular train while
the Hetroliner was passing by. The date was September 23rd when The Bankers
arrived at 1:55 instead of the scheduled arrival of 12:49 and the Metroliner
passed through Baltimore at 1:16.

In view of the inconveniente aused to pasengers and the financial
loss to AMTRAK, I hope that you will see it appropriate to modify the regul&-
times and again permit passengers to board all Metrolinars going South in
Baltimore.

Very truly yours ,

Enclosure Bela Balassia



Octoaber 5, 1981.

Mr. Puren Dong
Deputy Director
Institute of Economics
Chinese Academy of Social Scences
5 Jianguomen Nei DaJ ei
Beijing
China

Dear Mr. Dons:

Thank you for your letter of August 19th, which reaced me after
my return from a long trip abroad. This letter is handcarried by Mr. Edwin
Lim who will discuss with you my prospective visit to China.

I hope that I could use the visit to discuss the Hungarian experi-
ence with decentralization and its relevane to Chia. I have been especially
interested in questions of pricing and Incentives in their relationship with
the decentralization of docision-making. I would also like to learn first
hand about the experiences of decentralization experiments that have been
conducted in China.

I trust that, in addition to yourself, I will have the opportunity
for exchanges on these subjects with Dr. Liu Shuinian and other officials of
the Plannig Commission. I woultlike particularly to meet Professor Xua
Muqiau.

Looking forward to meeting you again, I remain,

Yours sincerely,

Bela Balassa



2134 Wyo.ing Avomm H.W.
Wab..g.......C. 208
Ooer 5, 1981.
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MR. CHRISTIAN STOFFAES, CHEF OU CENTSE D*ETUVES ET bf P2EVISION

KNIStTERE DE L'INOUSTRIE, 101 RUE Of ORENELLE, 75700 PARIS, FRANCE

ENGLISR AND FREMN VERSIONS OF PAPER VILL SE RAILRb THIS WEEK.

REGARDS, SALASLA

UCLA BALASIA

BELA cALASSA

00stssaraDOC D irector's Office



Mr. Jayants Roy, XM2 October 5, 1981

Bela Balassa, Mc

Turkey Repor t

The status Of Volume Two of the Turkey report is abown on the
enclosure. Please have the volume assembled and the Table of Contents done.
The volume will be distributed in Its present form, double-spacad, once
Chapters 3 and 8 will have been corrected.

2. In the overing m randum, it should be noted that appendices In
medium-term pro jections, the engineering Industries, adneral-based chemicals,
and the agricultural model are under preparation. They will be distributed
for comments in late November.

Enclosures
BBalassainc



Turkey Industrialization and Trade Statgyr

Volume TWO

Title Page original enclsed
Mission Composition orISInal enclosed
Table of Conents to be done
Capter I orlginal enclosed
Chapter 2 original encloed
Chapter 3 to be corrected
Chapter 4 copy enclosed; Roy has original
Chapter 5 Roy has original
Chapter 6 original enclosed
Chapter 7 copy encloed
Chapter 8 to be corrected



Mr. Jayanta Roy, U2 October 5, 1981

Bola Balassa, DIRC

Chapter.3

Thank you for the very good job that has boon done on the chapter. I
have made a nmber of change* vhIch require corrections. Also Table 3.19 has
been omitted. Finally, the headinp for the subsections should be in Imwer
case and underlinod. (These headings aro denoted by arabic numbes.)

Enclosure
BBalassaftce

~e



October 2, 1981

The Economist
25 St. Jame's Street
London WmIA 1G
England

Dear Sir:

Your interesting survey of September 12, 1981 on Turkey has incorectly
represented my views. I have never suggeste4 that "what Turkey meat urgently
needs is an eonomic development plan." In factq I have long objectied to the
kind of long-term planing that Mr. Deniz Uaykel, the foer finance Minister
in the BEavit govermnts, favors accordlr% to your article. The failure of
such planning could be ascertained -in Turkey during the 1970s, Rather, I an
on record to have advocated the adoption of an outand-orlentod strategy in
1979. While Mr. Kurus, the then planning secretary, objetd to this
recommendation on the grounds that there are no foreign arkets for Turkey,
history has proved otherwis.

This ser in Istanbul I hoa suggested that the measures taken in 1980
and 1981 be complemented by further masures to fully effet the shift to an
outward-oriented eonomy, with the increased use of the market mechanism. I
have recommended the adoption of a madium-tern policy framework for this
purpose. Within this framework, the principal measueres should involve
lowering Import protection, rationalizing export subsidies. reducing the cost
of financial intezeediation, exAng taxes on samings and cox~poate profits,
promoting technological develomn and labor tralulng, equalizsing the
conditions under which private and public fins operate, and decentralizing
decision--making in the state economic enterprises.

Bela Ralassa

1,1,,



Miss Marie Higginson, ADM October 1, 1981.

Bela Balassa, DRC

Revision of. French Translation

I enclose the revised Rnglish version together with the original
French translation of myr paper "The United States in the World EconoWi."
I have spoken to Mrs. do la Renaudiere who a done the original translation,
concerning the revision and she has told me that she will be able to make
the revisions over the weekend. May I ask you, therefore, to send the
enclosed revised English and original French version to her.

Enclosures
BBalassainc

4n


